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The Veddnta recognises, what may be termed, qualitative differences
between finite things, for, though Brahma is held to be equally imma-
nent in all, its manifestations throughout the universe are not all
alike.1 It recognises also the distinction between the higher and lower
nature of man, and says that the Self being the same as the Supreme
Self is eternally free, and man can, accordingly, control his lower
nature, and elevate himself to a higher stage of being, by his own volun-
tary action (^); it teaches that man, who is by nature free and
perfect^ but who is temporarily subjected to an environment affecting
his natural position, must strive to rise above that environment by
rigorous moral discipline, realise his true nature and regain the heritage
which he has, for a time, lost.
This is variously expressed by the Indian sages in terms perhaps
more or less mystical; but a careful consideration of their utterances
leaves no doubt that m the spiritual salvation which each one has
advocated, the ethical element is uniformly and imperatively insisted
on, as a condition precedent to the attaimnent of the end in
view.2
And the most important part of the moral discipline that is impera-
tively insisted on, in every case, is that in all the actions that man
will perform, in all the duties which he will be bound to discharge
to other beings with whom he stands in domestic or other social rela-
tions, he must act thoroughly in a spirit of disinterestedness, without
attachment, and without any desire to obtain any reward ; in other
words, he must do duty for duty's sake; and, lastly, he is
told not only to look upon friend and foe alike, for there is no
difference between his own self and. the self of another, but he
must even. consider his enemy as himself and love him. ct Cross the
passes so difficult to pass ; (conquer) wrath, with peace, untruth with
tmth.^
1 See supra.                            [ ^^ g^m, st^tw ^N ^^
a Here is a Christian writer's testi-                      3{^TT ]
mony: "Vedant declares that a righteous    o - .i.,- Tv-ai-A -o^  €" rn, ,. ,->
life and meritorious acts, though pro- n80^^0^^.^^8^^^
moting godliness and preparing the 86; ManuSmnfci, VL 48, S. B. E. Vol.
heart for MoJcsha (liberation), cannot    » p'
directly save. The Soul has yet to learn      "Against an angry man let him not in
its Eternity and Divinity." See ' East    return show anger, let him bless when
and West' for 1906, pp. 773-774.          he is cursed."
5 Arika Parva, Sama Veda.

